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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0495198A1] Wing stop, especially for turn-and-tilt window wings, are equipped with a bearing base (5) to be fastened to one of the two
window frames (1, 2), especially to the fixed frame (1), with a fixing arm (6) connected pivotably to the bearing base (5) and pivotable outwards
transversely to the wing plane, and with a fixing element (7) which is to be brought into fixing engagement with the fixing arm (6) and which is to
be fastened to the other frame, especially to the casement (2), the fixing arm (6) being provided with a toothed strip (9) and with a cover strip (12)
which is equidistant from this, leaving a displacement path (11) free for the fixing element (7), and in which is located a passage point (13) for the
fixing element (7) to be brought into selective blocking engagement with two adjacent blocking teeth (9') provided in the toothed strip. In order to
improve such a wing stop so that, whilst being of comparatively simple and stable design, it allows a secure fixing of the wing in different opening
positions and permits a movement of the fixing element (7) out of the fixing arm (6) only in the closing position of the window wing or of the wing
stop, the blocking teeth (9') of the toothed strip (9) and the associated individual blocking engagement of the fixing element designed as a fixing pin
(7) extend over at least half the width of the fixing arm (6), and furthermore there engages on the fixing arm (6) a spring (14) which seeks to press it
into the pivoted-out position and which allows the fixing pin (7) to move through the passage point, located in the vicinity of the bearing base (5) and
designed as a slot (13) present in the strip (12) only when the fixing arm (6) is in the position pressed against the fixed frame (1). <IMAGE>
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